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ATI TEAS Remote Proctoring: Impact on TEAS Exam Scores 

In April 2020, ATI implemented AI + institution proctor solutions. These solutions allow flexibility for 

institutions to administer the TEAS so students can take the exam when it is convenient. These solutions also 

provide ATI with a means to protect the efficacy of the exam content, as well as the integrity of the exam 

process, ensuring that each score is valid.   

With this new proctoring methodology, and to ensure student's scores remain valid, ATI has been monitoring 

system-flagged proctor videos, as well as performance data for the exams and students on a weekly basis. 

The following points detail how ATI is working to ensure all TEAS scores are and remain valid.   

• The Test Security team hired six contractors to review remote-proctoring videos and six proctors

dedicated to proctoring "TEAS at ATI." These services help nursing programs ensure that the

students' exam experiences conform to ATI's quality proctored testing experience.

• Out of the overall 500,000 videos that ATI has received, the test security team has performed a

detailed review of 110,000 system-flagged videos.

• The weekly analyses of ATI TEAS exam data show that average student performance across all

modalities available (i.e., paper, ATI Web, PSI test centers, and record-and-review remote proctoring)

remain consistent with pre-Covid-19 average scores. There are no systematic differences due to

different proctoring and monitoring strategies.

https://www.atitesting.com/educator/solutions/teas/admitting-the-right-students/form/
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